


           EDITORIAL                                     



  

Since 2003 the International Festival SIGNES DE NUIT is active in Paris and world wide. In these last years 
we have presented some thousand films from around 70 countries in our principal yearly festivals and on 
the same time in around 140 programs in collaboration with cultural institutions and festivals in up to now 
33 countries, among those Algeria, Australia, Chile, Cuba, Hongary, Indonesia, Japan, Lebanon, Lithuania, 
Peru, Russia, Slovenia, Tunisia, Turkey, United States ...  In 2013 the festival gets binational and is also 
performed in Berlin and Saarbrücken (Germany), up from 2015 it has been transformed in a multinational 
festival and is also performed in Bangkok and Lisbon.

The International Festival SIGNES DE NUIT based in Paris is made up of films, which reflects new views, 
original imagery and critical approach to the crucial points of the modern human existence. It is a place for 
cinema that expands its own boundaries, that is astonishing, different, potentially free from the pressure of 
tradition, ready to give itself to the unpredictable experimentation. The festival shows films and audio-visual 
works coming from all over the world, which test new audio-visual languages and in the same time are inte-
rested in current problems and situations of present societies. The purpose is to establish a global commu-
nication which escapes from the simplifications of the mass-media.

The special artistic forms of these films, which combine sound, image, movement, rhythm, text, space, sur-
prising perspectives and different time structures carry not only an aesthetic purpose, but also broaden the 
possibilities of communication and understanding between people coming from very different mental, social 
and physiological backgrounds. To create this international sensitization facing the negative consequences 
mass communication and stereotypes seems to us a necessary responsibility of the modern cinema and 
audio-visual production. The minor costs of digital production makes an independant- from comercial in-
fluences and any kind of censorship- production possible. These independant productions create an alterna-
tive, an artistic space very subtle and accessible to all, in contrast to what mass media offer. This opposition 
and the preservation of the free cultural space is the goal of the International Festival Signes de Nuit.

In 2013 the festival gets binational and is also performed in Berlin and Saarbrücken (Germany), up from 2015 
it has been transformed in a multinational festival and is also performed in Bangkok and Lisbon.

Our target is to establish an international communication and transmission with the aim of cultural aware-
ness for differences and nuances of mental and psychical forms of expression and life styles based on their 
social conditions. In other words, we are focused on thematics concerning the world wide ongoing technical 
and cultural transformations in our actual societies and looking for works treating this aspects on a complex 
artistic viewpoint.
The cinematographic and audiovisual media allow this exchange. The festival is the form of its concretisa-
tion, consolidation.and refection. In this sense, we want to create more than a festival among many others. 
We want to establish a cultural forum of communication and transmission, which isn’t provided by other 
medias (mass media, facebook…).   

Dieter WIECZOREK 
Director

Festival International Signes de Nuit
18, rue Bude 75004 Paris
Cell. 00 33 6 84 40 84 38
Tel.  00 33 1 40 46 92 25
www.signesdenuit.com

To keep informed please join us on:
http://twitter.com/Signes_de_Nuit
fb: Direction Signes de Nuit
fb page:  Festival international Signes de Nuit
fb group: Festival international Signes de Nuit
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LEEE
Thailand

Unchalee (Leee) Anantawat is a lecturer at Communication Design Program, School of Architecture and Design 
at King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi. She is also a co-founder / director of the independent space 
called «Speedy Grandma» in Bangkok. Sometimes she makes art, most of the time she drinks. 

KELKO SEI 
Thailand

Keiko Sei is a writer and curator, also teaches media art/activism in many countries including FAMU(Czech Natio-
nal Film and Television School) and Karlsruhe University of Art and Design, Germany. Since 2003 she has been 
teaching film-making in Myanmar and, in collaboration with FAMU, has established Wathann Filmfest/Film Institute. 

RatChapOOm BOOnBunChaChOKE 
Thailand

Ratchapoom Boonbunchachoke is a full-time screenwriter, and a part-time film lecturer. He’s consistently interested 
in film theories, occasionally makes short films and permanently enjoys the luxury of eating. 
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manOtham thEamthEaBRat
Thailand

Manotham Theamtheabrat (in short & casual, ‘Pop’) despite a long time in his career, but he still regards himself 
as a young and new generation movie critic who d exposed and expanding a new frontier in writing film review 
contributions, that there re far more boundaries of cinema beyond main-stream outputs. Besides working restlessly 
on writing yet he d never seems to get tired, he s still a lecturer for training work-shop programs and film-school, he 
s also enthsiaste in looking for new talents as a jury member in compettitiveness in film festivals. 

ChayanIn tIangpItayagORn
Thailand

Chayanin Tiangpitayagorn is a cinephile and film critic. Apart from writing (in printing media and facebook) and 
going to cinema. He’s also a jury member of annual Thai film awards for Starpics magazine and Bangkok Film 
Critics Assembly.



        INTERNATIONAL cOMpETITION ShORT fILM N°1        friday 4, March, 2016 / 7 pm  

The Reading Room / Bangkok
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natuRaL StORy
Storia Natural
BR, 2014 | R: Júlio Cavani  |  0:12:00
aSIa pREmIER

A man finds a mysterious organic object at the top of the highest tree of a forest. 

thE DOLLhOuSE
Ca, 2014 | R: Chad galloway, heather Benning  | 00:08:00
aSIa pREmIER 

For nearly a decade, The Dollhouse stood in a frozen field just off of highway #2 in the Canadian Prai-
ries. A match was lit and in a few breaths it’s walls and everything they contained were lost forever.

aOKIgahaRa
Sp, 2015 | R: Joaquin manuel Ramos Carvallo | 0:09:00
aSIa pREmIER

Suicide in Japan: between normality and enigma, poetry und cruelty.

mEmOntO mORI
DE, 2015 | R: nina Schiena   |  0:13:15
aSIa pREmIER

Do you fear death? Don´t be frightened...´ A boy spends hours on a busy holiday-beach. His impres-
sions and thoughts intertwine to a current perception, that is concerned with transience. The cinema-
tic essay `Memento Mori´ aims to understand life and death as a unit and questions the fear of death

anahI
CO, 2014 | R: Camila Rodriguez triana  |  00:12:00
aSIa pREmIER

In ANAHÍ there is a separation: a daughter grows with the absence of her mother and mother live 
without seeing her daughter grow. Each one has a picture of the other built in his memory. It is 
a metaphor of separation and illusion and imagined image of the other when you are away. An 
image that exists in the mind, in an imaginary world, but that is not real. An image that can not be 
touched, that in our attempt to catch it disappears.



INTERNATIONAL cOMpETITION ShORT fILM N°1 friday 4, March, 2016 / 7 pm 

The Reading Room / Bangkok
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thE SILEnt
FI, 2015 | R: toni tikkanen |  0:07:27
aSIa pREmIER

A little girl’s journey from a world of nightmares to the nightmare of reality using dream logic and 
aiming to touch the viewer on an subconscious level.. A family’s life is thrown into turmoil after an 
event that tears the family apart. The Silent is a short film, that lies heavily on atmosphere and 
subtle storytelling. 

COntES ExCEptIOnnELS D’unE équIpE DE JEunES FILLES
ChapItRE 1: LES aRaIgnéES
Cuentos excepcionales de un equipo juvenil feminino 
Capitulo I: Las aracnidas 
aR, VE, 2015 | R: tom Espinoza | 0:10:00
aSIa pREmIER

Arachnids, is a synchronized swimming team made up of 5 teenagers girls. One day, Nina, the 
new team member, discovers a dark connection between her companions and a nest of tarantulas.

WayVaRD
Rodlos
Da, 2014 | R: Kira Richards hansen   |  0:19:00
thaILanD pREmIER

A coming-of-age story about a 14-year-old girl who works at a car mechanic’s and hangs out with her 
friends. She challenges boundaries in her search for identity, but her behaviour has repercussions 
that force her to acknowledge new aspects of who she is.



INTERNATIONAL cOMpETITION ShORT fILM N°2        INTERNATIONAL cOMpETITION ShORT fILM N°2        8 friday 4, March, 2016 / 9 pm  

The Reading Room / Bangkok

tImES In COmpEtItIOn
Vestibular
BR, 2015 | R: toti Loureiro, Ruy prado   |  0:22:00
aSIa pREmIER

After Márcio lost his scholarship for the preparatory course, he faces his ast chance to be admitted 
to Med school. As the qualification exam approaches, de dives into a univers of competition, pa-
ranoia, and violence. 

SEa OF aSh
Za, 2015 | R: michael macgarry  | 0:12:00
aSIa pREmIER

The form of the film is one of a fable, that grafts Thomas Mann’s Death in Venice, to the contempora-
ry issue of African refugees and immigrants in Italy. The film takes Mann’s book as a nexus point and 
expands upon a number of themes inherent in it. In Sea of Ash, Mann’s character Tadzio is an immi-
grant to Italy from West Africa (Senegal) who has survived the treacherous and often fatal journey 
by sea. While the lead character of the original – von Aschenbach – is embodied in the unseen film-
maker himself. The narrative of the film follows Tadzio on a short journey from the remarkable Brion 
Cemetery at San Vito in the mountains of Northern Italy to the coastal area of the Venetian lagoon. 

REStaRt
Sp,  2015 | R: Olga Osorio  |  00:14:58
aSIa pREmIER

Andrea is trapped in a temporal loop. Will she be able to break it?

thE gOLDEn LEgEnD
La Légende Dorée
BE, 2015 | R: Oliver Smolders  |   0:24:00
thaILanD pREmIER

Collector of cursed musicians, unreasonable murderers, fairground freaks, paranoid revolutionaries, 
flatulists and suicidal hermits, a psychiatric patient presents a gallery of the historic figures he is 
haunted by.

DREam REaL
au,  2015 | R: Sam Barnes |  0:11:15
thaILanD pREmIER

Dream Reel is about the impassable yet ambiguous gulf between the world of dreams and the 
reality experienced in waking life. The short film is an insight into the conscious minds of three 
ordinary people and their interpretations of the unconscious realms experienced in their dreams. 
From recurring childhood dreams, nightmares, to dreams that are inherently absurd, Dream Reel 
explores how dreams can have a hermitically sealed existence of their own, while sometimes they 
can unearth the deepest parts of the soul.



INTERNATIONAL cOMpETITION ShORT fILM N°2 friday 4, March, 2016 / 9 pm  

The Reading Room / Bangkok
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CIRCaDIan RhythmS
gB, 2015 | R: tom Bailey | 00:08:15
aSIa pREmIER

A young man has to come to terms with a mysterious epileptic condition that compels him to run 
at night, experiencing feelings of deep depression and transcendent euphoria. As his everyday life 
begins to seem fickle in comparison to these



INTERNATIONAL cOMpETITION ShORT fILM N°3

thE REFLECtIOn OF pOWER
FR, 2015 | R: mihai grecu | 0:09:00
thaILanD pREmIER

This film is a rare glimpse into one of the most secret places of the world, Pyongyang, the capital 
of North Korea. Slowly, an unexpected natural phenomena devours this strange city. But the city’s 
atmosphere of eternal celebration never changes no matter how obvious the nearing end is. The 
people keep absurdly demonstrating the same preset patriotic behaviour.

        INTERNATIONAL cOMpETITION ShORT fILM N°3        Saturday 5, March, 2016 / 7 pm  

The Reading Room / Bangkok

COntInEntaL DRIFt
mohadeshiyo probaho
BangLaDESh, BE 2015 | R: nayeem mahbub  |  0:06:15
aSIa pREmIER 

A man rages at memories of war, border crossings, beatings and asylum, at the hard years finding 
his place in a foreign land. He rages at the cosmic cruelty of having gone through all this for his loved 
ones, who died crossing the sea before they could join him.

BEhEmOth - OR thE gamE OF gOD
LESOthO, DE, 2015 | R: Lemohang Jeremih mosese | 0:13:00
aSIa pREmIER

An itinerant preacher proclaims to people that their god is in the very coffin he is dragging along.

thE atOm StatIOn
gB, 2015 | R: nick Jordan  | 0:13:00
aSIa pREmIER

The Atom Station, a short film centred upon the industrial and natural landscape of Iceland; interfu-
sing the cultural, economic and ecological forces that shape the island. From vaporous hot springs 
and lava fields to the peculiar structures of geothermal power stations, the film combines Iceland’s 
dramatic and volatile terrain with two corresponding voice-overs from the past and present: poet 
W.H. Auden, reading ‘Journey to Iceland’ (1937), and environmental activist Ómar Ragnarsson.

FathER
gE, 2015 | R: Davit pirtskhalava  |  0:25:00
aSIa & thaILanD pREmIER

Lado is nineteen when his father comes back home unexpectedly after a very long absence. The 
young man tries desperately to get some answers from his parent, but in vain. When his father 
leaves again, Lado goes back to his life of crime, together with his younger brother. He is left to 
answer the questions their father would not hear.

1 0



INTERNATIONAL cOMpETITION ShORT fILM N°3 Saturday 5, March, 2016 / 7 pm  

The Reading Room / Bangkok

LEttERS OF WaR
Correspondências do Front
BR, 2015 | R: Bruna Carvalho almeida  |  0:13:00

A crisis separates and unites two continents. Metropolis and colony, past and present, here and 
there changes in the speed of an exchange of letters. There is an old struggle that seems to not 
end, but you must resist!

1 1

thE ExquISItE CORpuS
au, 2015 | R: peter tscherkassy   |  0:19:00
thaILanD pREmIER

The Exquisite Corpus begins with a search of a seashore. We glimpse a few actors from the prow 
of a small boat. Gradually what we are seeking is found, a sleeping beauty lies on the beach, right 
before our eyes. Suddenly and quite unexpectedly, we are drawn into her dream. It´s a highly 
ambiguous dream – sensuous, humorous, gruesome, and ecstatic – a broadly defined seduction 
lusting after a tangible, perceptible, exquisite physicality – including the body of the film.



       INT.  cOMpETITION  DOcUMENTARY N° 1
Saturday 5, March, 2016 / 9 pm  

The Reading Room / Bangkok
1 2     INT.  cOMpETITION  DOcUMENTARY N° 1

SymBOLIC thREatS
DE, 2015 | R: matthias Wermke, Lutz henke, mischa Leinkauf | 
0:15:00
thaILanD pREmIER

Poetry or threat? An act of surrender or perhaps art? These were the theories that New York 
puzzled over last summer. How can one incident be interpreted in so many ways? By means of 
press reports, Symbolic Threats allows the public at large to express their extreme disparity of 
interpretation. Inspired by the heated debate over the two „White American Flags“ that suddenly 
appeared on the towers of New York City’s iconic Brooklyn Bridge, the film asks what kind of so-
cietal scope art has in the present day. What happens when threatened freedom reinstates art with 
the element of danger? Who or what makes it into a threat? 

a WOman anD hER CaR
Ca, 2015 | R: Loïc Darses | 0:18:00
aSIa pREmIER

On 31 December 2003, Lucie Tremblay decided to write to the man who abused her between ages 
eight and twelve. She is determined to personally deliver the letter. She films her journey to gain 
closure for the trauma that has haunted her whole life. When her son finds the footage well over 
a decade later, he decides to turn it into a film: A Woman and her Car. An intimate homage to the 
courage of an exceptional woman who decided to stand up for herself and a savage condemnation 
of the bastards who abuse the innocence of others and think they can get away with it.

SImpLE StORy, mInE, yOuRS anD m’S
Ch, IR, 2015 | R: atefeh yarmohammadi  | 0:24:00
aSIa pREmIER

Atefeh Yarmohammadi works out her personal history in a palimpsest of historical and contempo-
rary film footage accompanied by a distinctive soundtrack. She was born in Tehran in 1984 during 
the Iran-Iraq war that drove her parents apart. Impressive, non-linear autobiography; painful, yet 
not sentimental.

SOuL matE
Sy,  2014 | R: adnan Jetto  | 0:04:22
aSIa pREmIER

When our normal daily life vanishes all out of the sudden against our will because of something 
falling from sky, or because of a moving plane in the sky. The spirit of that life we had reincarnates 
in little small details we used to live everyday, and got very used till we took it for granted. These 
little details become more than a scent of something we had in our past, and a picture wouldn’t 
only present a moment we captured in time, it recreates that time for us, it becomes alive again, 
present and constant. 

OnDER OnS 
nL,  2014 | R: guido hendrix  |  0:24:00
thaILanD pREmIER

Three self- conscious, high-educated paedophiles give a mercilessly insight in their experiences. 
How do you cope with a sexual orientation that’s considered morbid by society and by yourself?



       INT.  cOMpETITION  DOcUMENTARY N° 1     INT.  cOMpETITION  DOcUMENTARY N° 1 Saturday 5, March, 2016 / 9 pm  

The Reading Room / Bangkok
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maRC CLOSER
DE,  2015 | annelie Boros, Vera Brueckner |  0:16:00
aSIa pREmIER

In 2024 a private organisation plans to send humans to Mars. Paul Leeming and Pauls Irbins are 
shortlisted candidates for the first human settlement on Mars. Theirs is a one-way trip. They will 
leave behind everything they have known. “We have made our peace with the fact that we are 
not coming back. We are real, true pioneers. The first ever people on another planet. We are now 
interplanetary”.



       INT.  cOMpETITION  DOcUMENTARY N° 2
Sunday 6, March, 2016 / 1 pm  

The Reading Room / Bangkok
1 4     INT.  cOMpETITION  DOcUMENTARY N° 3

mOSt OF uS DOn’t LIVE thERE
Ca, Cu 2015 | R: Laura marie Wayne   |  0 :25:00
aSIa pREmIER

Most of Us Don’t Live There is a memoir, both visually stunning and heartbreakingly sincere; a 
young woman wanders the landscapes of her childhood and explores a life coloured by bipolar 
depression. Set in the powerful Canadian Rockies, the film draws a link between nature and the 
human mind and calls for a re-visioning of what we understand as mental illness.

KIngS OF nOWhERE
mx,  2015 | R: Betzabé garcia  |  01:23:00
aSIa pREmIER

Three families live in a village partially submerged by water in Northwestern Mexico: Pani and 
Paula do not want to close their tortilleria and spend their spare time rescuing the town from ruins; 
Miro and his parents dream of leaving but can’t; Yoya and Jaimito live in fear but have everything 
they need.



       INT.  cOMpETITION  DOcUMENTARY N° 2

OuR tERRIBLE COuntRy
Baladna alraheeb
Sy,  2014 | R: mohammad ali atassi, Ziad homsi  | 1:25:00
aSIa pREmIER

This road movie portrays the perilous journey of well-known intellectual Yassin al-Haj Saleh and 
young photographer Ziad Homsi through Syria, at a time when the country edges towards the brink. 
Yassin (53), who spent 16 years in prison for belonging to the Syrian left, goes underground in 2011 
to serve Syria’s popular uprising, while Ziad (24) - occasionally fighting with the rebels - takes pho-
tographs in his hometown Douma. In this Damascene suburb – where Yassin and his wife Samira 
Khalil found shelter - the two men meet and become friends. Together, they embark on an adventu-
rous journey through the desert to al-Haj Saleh’s native town Raqqa in Northeast Syria. Upon their 
arrival, Raqqa is occupied by the «Islamic State in Iraq and Levant» (ISIS), which also kidnapped 
two brothers of Yassin. Consequently, the thinker leaves for Istanbul to pursue his writing for the 
revolution, hoping for a reunion with his wife Samira who remained in Douma. Ziad – abducted by 
ISIS on his way back – rejoins Yassin after his release, hoping to return home soon. All hopes are 
shattered when Samira gets abducted jointly with human rights lawyer Razan Zeitouneh. And the 
film ends while Syria tumbles into a yawning abyss.

    INT.  cOMpETITION  DOcUMENTARY N° 3 Sunday 6, March, 2016 / 3 pm  

The Reading Room / Bangkok
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pOLDIng’S gun WIth nO gunpOWDER
Ang Baril ni Polding nga walay pulbura  
ph,  2014 | R: albert Egot |  0:35:00
thaILanD pREmIER

Polding is a homeless person with disability who only lives with his makeshift bicycle helping him 
to move around. Despite all the bullying and trials of life, Polding remains happy, contented and a 
fighter. He protects himself using the gun without gunpowder and his ability to infect others to be 
happy through his charming attitude.



        pROGRAM # 1   
Saturday 27, february 2016 / 5 pm 

Bookhemian / phuket

gEnIuS anD maDnESS
Génie et folie
FR, 2010 | R: triny prada   |  0:06:00

From a tender age some children recognise and intuit their calling. An obsession resembling a state 
of madness pushes them to realise their dream. Once that obsession is fulfilled, madness turns to 
genius. Time and space become one.

DEaD BODy WELCOmE
nL, 2013 | R: Kees Brienen   |   1:20:00
aSIa pREmIER

Based on a true story about the journey filmmaker Kees Brienen undertook to see the phenomenon 
of the total solar eclipse. Upon arrival in India he find out his best friend Ritchy had passed away. 
The trip suddenly becomes a search for a dead body, trying to understand and accept what had 
happened to him. Kees finds his friend up in the mountains, does what he needs to do, discovering 
new perspectives on friendship.

1 6        pROGRAM # 2 Int. Recent Short film

SuB
It, 2014 | R: Enzo Cillo  |  0:13:00
aSIa pREmIER

Winter is long-lasting, as night is. From the window, some shadows are glimpsed among the trees. 
An old print of Friedrich’s painting “Der Abend” (The evening) on the wall, in the entrance. Outside, 
darkness surrounds the home, downline of an awe-inspiring mountain. Winter is long-lasting, as night 
is. From the window, some shadows are glimpsed among the trees. At morning, fog comes from the 
wood and hides everything.



        pROGRAM # 1          pROGRAM # 2 Int. Recent Short film
Wednesday 2, March, 2015 / 1 pm 

King Mongkut’s University / Bangkok 
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SEVEn tImES a Day WE BEmOan OuR LOt anD at nIght 
WE gEt up tO aVOID DREamIng
Sieben Mal am Tag beklagen wir unser Los und Nachts stehen 
wir auf um nicht zu träumen
DE, 2014 | R: Susann maria hempel  |  0:18:00

A cinematic devotional book. Based on interviews with an unemployable sufferer (and his fellows), 
living in the East German countryside, who lost his memory in 1989 and woke up into several night-
mares. 

2183 DayS
In, 2015 | R: natasha De Betak  |   0:25:15
aSIa & thaI pREmIER

Rare and unique cinematic observation by artist and award winning filmmaker Natasha De Betak; 
She has been filming a Holy man Nagnath Baba since last five years who has been on a hunger 
strike to save the sacred river Ganga. Year after year, his body crumbles. He is haunted by both 
dreams and nightmares. His sacred existence takes surreal shape. Life continues to flow around 
his body; temple, prayers, rituals… Then one day his hunger strike reaches climax and he dies. 
Expressionism and poetry meet to create a sublime journey of an unusual soul.

I’m a Spy 
gB, 2015 | R: Sarah Wood | 00:22:00
aSIa & thaI pREmIER

It was only in the twentieth century we needed papers to have an identity. Kafka’s Joseph K scrab-
bled in his pocket for something better than a bicycle license to prove who he was in the brave 
new world where official documents separate those who belong from those who are not allowed 
to belong. The borders of the new nation state offered frames for subterfuge. What happened on 
one side of the border had to be understood on the other. In the century when we invented aviation, 
when we invented cinema, in an age when we can move more and see more than any other point 
in history why have we become so watchful and so performative? I Am A Spy is a film that observes 
this watchfulness.



             pROGRAM # 3 Int. Recent Documentary film
Wednesday 2, March, 2016 / 2.30 pm 

King Mongkut’s University / Bangkok

In thE ImagE
IS, 2014 | R: Judith montell, Emmy Scharlatt  |  1:01:00

This documentary follows a group of Palestinian women on the West Bank. Working together with 
the Israeli human rights organization B’Tselem, these courageous Palestinian women use video as a 
way to non-violently capture daily human rights violations in their villages. Their videos are uploaded 
raw to YouTube by B’Tselem’s Camera Project in Jerusalem. The footage has gone viral: it has 
swayed public opinion, been admitted as evidence in Israeli courts, and resulted in the convictions of 
abusive soldiers and their superiors. The documentary also focuses on the personal lives of Salam, 
Ayatt and Nariman, three young Palestinian women: their struggles between tradition and modernity, 
between invisibility and international media attention. Their portraits are built from animation, inter-
views and vérité footage, intercut with the alarming scenes that they film.

1 8        pROGRAM # 4



             pROGRAM # 3 Int. Recent Documentary film        pROGRAM # 4
Thursday 10, March 2016 / 7 pm 

chiang Mai University / phuket 
1 9

LIFE may BE
IR, gB 2015 | R: mania akbari, mark Cousins  |  01:20:00

An epistolary feature film: a cinematic discourse between a British director, (Mark Cousins, the 
celebrated film maker and historian) and an Iranian actress and director (Mania Akbari, famed 
for her work with Abbas Kiarostami and in her own right as a director) which extends the concept 
of «essay film» with startling confrontations in the arenas of cultural issues, gender politics and 
differing artistic sensibilities. A unique journey into the minds of two exceptional filmmakers which 
becomes a love affair on film.

tILL Day’S EnD
Jusqu’au bout du jour
IS, 2014 | R: amitai ashkenasi | 0:19:00
thaILanD pREmIER

Seventeen-year-old Elay is working with his brother at the fishponds of the kibbutz. After he gets 
saved from thieves by an Arab kid from the village, he tells a lie that will come back to haunt him

EntECORpuS
BR, 2015 | R: gustavo Raulino | 00:12:00
thaILanD pREmIER

We are in a timeless scenario where a dry damof crackled soil represents a disintegrated city. We 
are in a timeless 2015, in a scenario where a dry dam of crackled soil represents the city of São 
Paulo. An only couple, Mariana and Renan, indwells this desert, the disintegrated city. In recognizing 
themselves in that context, both start to investigate the causes of the drought. Mariana writes a 
text to which Renan gives voice. They communicate in silence, while the voice-over poem weaves 
primordial images that alternate between the serene intimacy of the inside of the house and the arid 
hostility of the outer space. Little by little, their consciousness awaken to the lack that causes the 
lack of water: the lack of betweens, the disconnection of all bodies, the spiritual body and the mate-
rial body, the body of one and the body of the other, the human body and the Earth body. The lack 
of water, substance of life, would also be the lack of the oceanic feeling of being part of a whole. As 
they start to see themselves in the problem and as the problem, the borders between dry and wet, 
life and death, spirit and matter, voice and text, begin to dissolve in the dust.

SOLIum
gB, 2015 | R: michaem hunter |  00:16:00
aSIa pREmIER

Work and every day life can get you down. Solium is a film that follows one mans journey through 
his mind in search of enlightenment. Using his bath tub as a vessel to travel to various stunning 
locations around the Scottish wilderness, the character overcomes struggles and tasks to reach his 
final goal at the top of a mountain. Peace.



fOcUS GERMANY         
Sunday 6, March, 2015 / 5 pm 

The Reading Room / Bangkok
2 0          fOcUS GERMANY  

a gIRL’S Day
DE, 2014 | R: Rosa hannah Ziegler  |  0:15:45
thaILanD pREmIER

An emotional and strongly subjective movie about the question of what “happiness” is. At 19, 
Yasmin is in search of her own happiness and trying to understand her life, as well as the difficult 
relationship with her mother, a former heroin addict.

SOmEthIng aBOut SILEnCE
DE, 2015 | R: patrick Buhr  |  0:12:00

«You are here, because you are boring. Let the audio-visual experience sink into your subconscious 
in order to become more exciting and fashionable.» The journey leads through streets, clothing 
stores, forests and strange abstract worlds. 

SELF DISSpLayED
DE, 2014 | R: Isabella gressner |  0:04:45

In our post-privacy world the river is a peripheral place for escaping desires in the digitized cities. 
To disappear is getting more and more difficult, since we multiply ourselves all the time. We are in 
a schizophrenic situation, we are observer and are observed at the same time. Where is the inside, 
where the outside? So we remain visible as resistant parallel runners in an dystopian environment, 
captured in an infinite loop. 

WIShIng WELL
Die Brunnenfrau
DE, 2014 | R: Julia Finkernagel | 0:15:15
thaILanD pREmIER

Strong-willed development aid worker Karla comes to Afghanistan in order to build a well. The 
villagers only treat her with reserve and the well is sabotaged by strangers repeatedly. The only 
person who could have the key to the causer is the Afghan girl Rona, but she remains silent. Her 
hard-bitten boss Reinhardt is no help either and when she learns that the Minister is coming to 
inaugurate the well the pressure rises. Next, red water trickles from the well. When Karla finally 
finds out who really is in charge of the attacks she realizes that her western notion of what is good 
for people is evaluated totally different in another culture. A story about willing yet failing to help.

ELEphant
DE, 2014 | R: mona Kakanj | 0:04:30

Elephant is an experimental short film, focuses on perception. A young woman is swinging between 
two walls in an open space. Next she fights with herself in a box ring. The sceneries all happen in a 
dim light atmosphere. After a while, flashes of light, reveal the plot and actions are being unveiled.
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I REmEmBER
DE, 2014 | R: Janna J. Wonders | 0:30:00

Two teenage boys spend their summer in a beach hut on the California . Their friendship is strained 
when a mysterious woman moves in next door. Both fall under her spell and get caught up in an 
emotional turmoil with dramatic consequences.

InVOVatIOn tO SLEEp
DE, 2015 | R: Ewa Wikiel |  0:13:00

A night in a small polish village. Eight year old Kornel can’t fall asleep. For the first time in his life 
he’s confronted with a death in his family. At dawn he leaves the house to see if the world outside 
still exists and where the line between life and death is.
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AF AFG Afghanistan 
AG DZA Algeria 
AJ AZE Azerbaijan 
AL ALB Albania 
AM ARM Armenia 
AN AND Andorra 
AO AGO Angola 
AR ARG Argentina 
AS AUS Australia 
AU AUT Austria 
 
BE BEL Belgium  
BK BIH Bosnia-Herzegovina 
BL BOL Bolivia  
BR BRA Brazil  
BU BGR Bulgaria 

CA CAN Canada  
CH CHN People’s Republic ofChina 
CI CHL Chile  
CM CMR Cameroun 
CO COL Colombia  
CT CAF Central African Republic 
CU CUB Cuba 
CY CYP Cyprus 
CZ CZE Czech Republic

DA DNK Denmark 
 
EC ECU Ecuador  
EG EGY Egypt 
EI IRL Ireland 
EK GNq Equatorial Guinea 
EN EST Estonia  
ES ESP Spain 
ET ETH Ethiopia

FI FIN Finland  
FO FRO Faroe Islands 
FR FRA France 

GE DEU Germany 
GG GEO Georgia  
GR GRC Greece 
  
HK HKG Hong Kong  
HR HRV Croatia 
HU HUN Hungary

IC ICL Island 
ID IDN Indonesia 
IN IND India  
IR IRN Iran 
IS ISR Israel 
IT ITA Italy 
IZ IRq Iraq

JA JPN Japan

KE KEN Kenya 
KG KGZ Kyrgyzstan 
KN PRK Democratic People’s Republic of 
Korea 
KS KOR Republic of Korea 
KU KWT Kuwait 
KZ KAZ Kazakhstan 

LE LBN Lebanon 

MA MDG Madagascar  
MO MAR Morocco 
Mx MEx Mexico 
MY MYS Malaysia 
MZ MOZ Mozambique 
 
NL NLD Netherlands  
NO NOR Norway 
NP NPL Nepal   
NZ NZL New Zealand 
 
PE PER Peru  
PK PAK Pakistan 
PL POL Poland  
PO PRT Portugal  
PS PSE Palestinian Territory 
PU GNB Guinea-Bissau
 
RO ROU Romania 
RP PHL Philippines 
RS SRB Serbia 
RU RUS Russia 

SA SAU Saudi Arabia  
SG SEN Senegal 
SI SVN Slovenia  
SN SGP Singapore 
SO SOM Somalia 
SW SWE Sweden  
SY SYR Syria 
SZ CHE Switzerland 

TC ARE United Arab Emirates  
TH THA Thailand 
TS TUN Tunisia 
TU TUR Turkey  
TW TWN Republic of China (Taiwan)
Tx TKM Turkmenistan 
TZ TZN Tanzania 

UG UGA Uganda 
UK GBR United Kingdom 
UP UKR Ukraine  
US USA United States 
UY URY Uruguay 
UZ UZB Uzbekistan 
 
VE VEN Venezuela  
VM VNM Vietnam 

YE YEM Yemen 
YO n/a Yugoslavia  
YU YUG Yugoslavia (Federal Republic of) 

ZA ZMB Zambia 
ZI ZWE Zimbabwe
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